
CHECK DAM AT ZAMIN PUDHUR

Zaminpudhur is one of the four villages in Kokkaranthangal watershed. Before the

intervention of L&T Technology Services Watershed Management Programme, the farmers were

unaware of the techniques to harvest rainwater and faced difficulties during summer and dry

spell conditions. Area receives high intensity rainfall during North East Monsoon Season,

however, runoff is high as there is no proper water harvesting structures in the area. Watershed

Development Programme includes Farm Pond, Field Bund, Check dam, Channel Clearance and

Water Absorption Trenches.

Check dam

construction is one of the

Natural Resources

Management (NRM)

activities in Watershed

project. Check dams are

constructed in order to

reduce the soil erosion and

to reduce the velocity of

stream flow. About 1.95

lakh litres of water is

stored in the upstream of the constructed check dam. Construction of check dam has also

improved the ground water level i,e level of water in wells and bore well have increased. Now,

farmer can cultivates more than two crops and they can also opt for intercrop which will yield

additional profits for the household.

These activities have enlightened the farmer regarding the importance of water harvesting

structures and have induced them to maintain the water bodies in their villages. Apart from

creating the structure, L&T Tech has created awareness among the villagers about the

importance of other water harvesting structures.



FEED BACK REPORT RECEIVED FROM THE BENEFICIARY

(Translated from Tamil by NAF Officers)

“I am Bheeman residing in Zaminpudhurvillage, Kokkaranthangal watershed owning 2

acres of agricultural land where I was facing problems like low amount of rainfall received

during monsoon leading to drought and continuous dry spell.There was also a sudden downpour

with high intensity in a single rainy day. Because of this erratic rainfall pattern, I was unable to

harvest and utilize the water for future use. I was also forced to change cropping season from

thrice a year to single crop per year.Understanding the difficulties faced by me, the project

manager and engineer from NAF inspected the area and planned for a check dam to harvest

rainwater for groundwater recharge in nearby wells. After the intervention, I am using the ground

recharged water through open well for irrigation. Now I am cultivating thrice a year with

vegetables and pulses as intercrops.I have seen the benefits of constructing a check dam in the

channel near to my field. I was astonished to see, my open well recharge upto 10 feet after

intervention. Finally, the crop water requirement has been met I convey my hearty thanks to

L&TTS and NAF for their support and timely intervention.”
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